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Well, we’re not out of trouble yet, are we?  It’s still hard to predict the
course of this pandemic, and some of our optimistic guesses and
proposals have already had to be revised or even abandoned.  There’s a
realisation, too, that recovery when it does begin is going to be slower
and more hesitant than we hoped at first.  But it hasn’t all been doom
and gloom – lessons have been learned, unexpected bonuses of the
situation noted and built on, and there’ve been some magnificent,
admirable and very encouraging triumphs in the face of all this adversity.  
It’s these things we’re going to look at in Impact 2.

Welcome

Auđur the Deepminded



“The arts have moved online – more people have greater access to quality art than ever before.” 
 Micheál O Fearraigh, Support agency director, Donegal·

“I’m engaging with international artists without ever getting on a plane!”   Carmel George, actor and
dramatist, Powys· 

“Both working relationships and personal ones can not only survive, but even grow, on Zoom and
WhatsApp – I’d never have believed it!”  Idoia Arizaleta, musician & teacher, Euskal Herria· 

“I’ve learnt to admire the energy, the persistency, the commitment and the joy of colleagues who
press on and adapt to every disappointment undaunted.”  Ebrillwen Morgan, theatre administrator,
Cardiff·

“When the audience can’t come into the gallery, the gallery has to go out to them – our island is a
gallery now!”  Dara Magee, arts centre manager, Aran Islands  · 

“All this free time without the pressure of upcoming gigs means I’ve had a really good chance to
freely explore my sound and style.”  Matilda Kirk, singer-songwriter, Ceredigion.· 

“Getting to know ‘old’ acquaintances again and meeting new enthusiastic people was one of the
prettiest moments of 2020 - these experiences make me grow as a person.  Jacob Bosma, Museum
director, Fryslân.

HOW’S IT BEEN FOR YOU?  SOME POSITIVE PERSPECTIVES

I M P A C T

Seven Celtic Neighbours who’ve been working at the heart of the struggle offer
their encouraging – and sometimes contrasting – perceptions of lessons learner

and unexpected gifts during 2020:

Micheál O Fearraigh

Carmel George

Jacob Bosma



Auđur the Deepminded – Meg Rodger



Auđur was a Viking Queen of the 9th Century AD.  Daughter and wife of kings, she
moved between Norway, the Hebrides and Dublin.  Hearing the teachings of Colm
Cille, she became an early convert to Christianity, and after the death of her closest
relations moved with her family, dependents and slaves to Iceland.  Now an
independent queen in her own right, among her first acts was to free all her slaves
and give them land to farm.

The crofter and visual artist Meg Rodger has created an exhibition inspired by
Auđur, and based around a replica of her Viking Varafeldur or ceremonial cloak,
which she wove from the wool of her own flock of Hebridean sheep, and that of
others from Iceland, Norway and Scotland.  This breed of small, hardy, dark sheep
was carried across the North Atlantic by the Vikings and dispersed in all their
territories. The cloak was woven, and the exhibition mounted and exhibited, in the
depths of the Covid pandemic – and has been an outstanding success in spite of
that.  “This has been one of the most remarkable exhibitions in our history,”
commented Simon Hart, Director of Business and Development at Taigh
Chearsabhagh on North Uist.  Meic Llewellyn interviewed Meg Rodger this week.

MEG:  I’m a crofter, with a flock of Hebridean sheep as well as a visual
artist.  I’ve also created a small business spinning and selling yarn.  After
some years mainly concerned with environmental art, using wind and
light and so on, I felt the moment had come to draw the different sides
of my life together - without any idea where it might lead.  I took up a
residency in Blönduós, in the north of Iceland, and there, of course,
everybody keeps sheep - almost identical to my own.  Working with
farmers and craftspeople, I learned a great deal about their history and
how they are farmed today in that very extreme environment.

MEIC:  How did the project germinate, Meg?



MEIC:  How did Auđur come into the story?

MEG:  She’s a great hero in the Norse world and a hero to women especially.  Growing up in an
incredibly violent and uncertain culture with rivalries and battles all around her, she must have
often felt extraordinarily vulnerable, despite being a member of one of the most powerful families
in the north Atlantic at the time.   In the end, she became a ruler in her own right, a queen as well
as a migrant, and an example of the values of female leadership.   The world we live in is still male-
dominated in so many ways, yet the Covid pandemic seems to me to have pointed out some of the
advantages of female leadership.  Historical research has revealed, too, how important the female
Hebridean contribution was in the settlement of the Viking lands in Iceland, recent DNA evidence
suggests that while 85% of the settling males were Norwegian around 65% of the settling females
were from the Hebrides which was fascinating.  Some of my background is in social anthropology,
so I’ve always had an interest in communities and cultures, so Auđur forced herself into my
consciousness as an icon of that.

MEIC:  And the cloak?

MEG:  The Vararfeldur is not only an amazing garment – entirely woven of North Atlantic sheep
wool, dramatically impressive to look at, water-shedding and warm even in an Icelandic snowstorm
- it seems a perfect icon of Auđur and her times.  It is very likely that she would have worn one.   It
also gave me the opportunity to bring history, community, craft, the environment and the practical
world of sheep culture together in my own hands, and the hands of those who helped me make it.



MEIC:  Did communities play a part in this project?

MEG:  An enormous part.  This Varafeldur is made of fleeces from six farms, spread across the
northern periphery.  Interestingly, they were all provided by woman farmers.  I also learned a
huge amount about traditional methods of spinning and weaving from practitioners wherever I
went.  Once the cloak was made, women from the Hebrides wore it, modelled it and took part in
the photographic sessions that created more material for the exhibition.  And it goes on – later
this year, I hope to be working with sheep farmers and their families in Wales and taking the
project further in their company, and in 2022 I hope to be working with refugee women and
others when the exhibition goes to Norway, crossing the Viking Sea once again.

MEIC:  How has Covid impacted on the process?

MEG:  Of course it has – but we’ve been very lucky.  I got back from Norway, having woven the
cloak, just as the pandemic was beginning to strike.  Perhaps the worst moment was coming back
through packed airport lounges with people frantic to reach home  before borders closed, unsure
how safe I was, and feeling that the world was dissolving around me.  But then I had weeks of
peace and tranquillity here during the first major lockdown, to concentrate on developing filming
and photography.  We had to defer the exhibition for a month, and then the opening was entirely
a digital affair.  But it worked incredibly well – we had ninety-three attending, many from
Scandinavia as well as Scotland, we had live video links to colleagues, people could and did ask
questions and make comments by text. Feedback since then has remained positive and
provocative.



MEIC:  Simon says that much of this success is due to your work and involvement in communities
throughout the past few years.

MEG:  That’s very kind.  It does suggest, though, that even after Covid the physical and the digital
can go on playing a part together, to everyone’s benefit.  And I must say that the determination
and ingenuity of Simon, Andy and all the staff at Taigh Chearsabhagh were crucial to our success,
and I greatly enjoyed sharing the challenge with them.

MEIC:  Will Auđur’s travels continue in the future?

MEG:  It’s looking that way.  She’ll be going to Wales this winter, and back to Norway in 2022. 
 Through our relationship with Celtic Neighbours, it seems possible that she’ll be interacting with
audiences at an arts centre in the Basque Country, a museum in Fryslân in the Netherlands, and
the Ethnographic University in Belgrade after that.  But she’s always been a confident traveller.

For more information about Auđur the Deepminded, and about Taigh Chearsabhagh gallery and
museum, go to https://www.taigh-chearsabhagh.org/events/auour-the-deepminded-meg-rodger/



An international residency programme, produced by Ealaín na Gaeltachta in
association with Galway 2020 and its European Partners

For a number of years Ealaín na (Gaeltachta)Teo has developed links with other cultural
organisations from the Celtic regions and the minoritised language regions through its
involvement in the Celtic Neighbours network, a development agency supporting cultural
collaborations across the Celtic world and more widely in Europe,  drawing together
partnerships and sustaining initiatives that prioritise and promote the smaller language
cultures. 
Ealaín na Gaeltachta received funding from Galway 2020  to develop an international language
based arts project in the Galway Gaeltacht, evolving from the relationships Ealaín na Gaeltachta
has nurtured with these regions and with the Gaeltacht arts community. This network has
already taken part in two previous European Capitals of Culture projects in the last few years,
Donastia/ San Sebastian 2016 and Leeuwarden-Friesland 2018.

Óró



From April until September 2020 10 professional European artists from a range of disciplines
including theatre, dance, visual art, literature & music collaborated online and in Ireland throughout
the  Covid crises, to create a stunning  production about what happens when our world becomes
contact-less. Óró.. culminated in a live theatrical experience, fusing contemporary dance, theatre,
music, poetry and visual art to tell a story about language, identity and survival, interrogating how
we must re-imagine our society post Covid-19 to ensure our continued existence on this planet, not
just physically and economically, but also culturally. By coming together and producing a shared
response to this worldwide crisis in six European minority languages, Óró.. demonstrated the
importance of diversity in all spheres of life and the power of collaboration as these wonderful
artists combined their talent and experience with that of their European partners to create a work
that resonated powerfully, personally and universally.

What evolved for Gaillimh 2020 was  Óró.



The show was performed for a limited run in a large factory space in An Cheathrú
Rua in the Connemara Gaeltacht in September 2020, culminating on the European
day of languages - Sep 26th. The scale of the performance space enabled everyone
involved to adhere comfortably to social distancing guidelines and the space was
used very imaginatively and evocatively. Creative Director for the project was
Darach Mac Con Iomaire who drove the project forward with his strong vision,
incorporating the Gaillimh 2020 themes of language, migration and landscape,
while also curating the thoughts and ideas shared by the artists during the creative
process.

Ealaín na Gaeltachta would like to warmly thank all the amazing artists and crew for
an amazing show and also all the partners, whose support was integral to our
realising the project.

Artists:

Diarmuid de Faoite – Éire – Actor. Síle Nic Chonaonaigh – Éire – Actor. Amaia
Elizaran – Euskal Herria – Contemporary Dancer. Anne Feddema – Fryslȃn –
Painter/Poet. Josie Duncan – Alba – Singer. Liam Ó Maonlaí – Éire –
Musician/Composer. Maitiú Ó Casaide – Éire – Musician/Composer. Seán Ó
Flaithearta – Éire – Visual Artist/Designer. Sibéal Davitt – Éire – Contemporary
Dancer. Taran Spalding-Jenkin – Kernow – Poet/Performer. Kizzy Crawford: Wales -
Singer/ Instrumentalist.

Partners: 

Ealaín na Gaeltachta, Gaillimh 2020, Foras na Gaeilge, Cuan, Údarás na Gaeltachta,
Afúk, The Etxepare Basque Institute, Euskaltzaleen Topagunea, Cornwall Council,
Wales Arts International, The Arts Council of Wales, Bòrd na Gaidhlig, Comharsana
Ceilteacha, Celtic Neighbours and Sabhal Mór Ostaig.



                                                               

Maybe poems will turn into songs,  languages will mate and mutate, and  ideas will ebb and flow
like the oceans and estuaries they’ve chosen as their theme. After a development period, the group
will put their material together and go on tour.  

Three current Celtic Neighbours projects have now
reached their production phase:

1. Barddair an Cheoil

Four singer-songwriters, two from Wales and two from the Irish Gaeltacht, have just begun working
together for a year. At the last moment, they were joined by an Irish-language poet and one from
Wales. They’re planning produce a number of new songs in their native languages.  working
independently  sometimes, but c and in a group at others, and communicating throughout the
process.  They’re all determined to explore ways to share each other’s music and language.



In the current situation, this may have to be a largely digital process, but if circumstances permit
we’re planning a physical tour in both countries, where we’ll perform in schools, arts centres, bars
and – anywhere that’ll have us.  

We’ll also be performing in support of two Welsh-Irish environmental projects, Echoes and the RSPB
Celtic Rainforest initiative. Then… might an album become possible?  And might an invitation drop
through the door from Celtic Connections?  Never say never. 

Barddair an Cheoil are Méabh Ní Bheaglaoich from County Kerry (top left), Osian Morris from
Dolgellau (top right), Matilda Kirk from Aberystwyth (bottom right) and Padraig Jack from Inis Mor
(below).  The poets Róisín Sheehy from Waterford and Meic Llewellyn from Bro Ddyfi gate-crashed
the party with seconds to go.



2. Siop Siarad / Talking Shop

Creation of a digital platform where staff and audiences at each gallery can
access and enjoy exhibitions and events at all the others
Arrangements to share exhibitions physically, and market them collaboratively          
Taster visits and work experience for staff in other galleries
Creation of a youth forum, giving young people an input into future
developments
A shared seminar in pre-recording and streaming events and exhibitions.

Six arts spaces across the Celtic world came together in September 2020 to share
ideas and experiences, as they struggled to maintain performance opportunities
and build new relationships with audiences in spite of Covid.  They were  Aras
Eanna and Ionad Culturtha in Ireland, Sabhal Mor Ostaig and Taigh Chearsabhagh
in Scotland, and Oriel Plas Glyn y Weddw and Y Tabernacl in Wales.  Simply sharing
problems and encouragement has been valuable in itself, but the group has
already achieved much more - including these practical collaborations:

For 2021, the group are welcoming three new partners, An Lantairr in Stornoway,
An Gaelaeraí in Donegal and Theatr Felinfach in Ceredigion.

Inis Oírr, Aran Islands



of immense cultural wealth.  Hill-farming families are the custodians of nature, and
the curators of the mountains.  We will celebrate culture in its broadest sense -
language, poetry and music, visual arts, dance, crafts, heritage, animal husbandry -
and cooking.

3. Cân y Bugail/ The shepherd’s song
This festival will celebrate the lives and cultures of hill farmers and their families,
across the smaller nations and language communities of Europe. It’ll be an
opportunity to learn from each other, to share ideas and hopes, and to grow
stronger together.  All our cultures are under stress, our languages fighting back
after centuries of oppression and prejudice, and yet they are the repository



The festival will have three parts: 

In 2021/2, we’ll have the exchange of young farmers and artist/ performers between on culture and
another, the making of a collaborative film, the sharing of exhibits celebrating mountain culture,
and a myriad of locally developed grassroots activities.  

In 2022/3, an international festival of every aspect of shepherd culture, from tapestries to sheep-
dog trials, from singing and storytelling to cooking and rural sports, will explode in each country.
These festivals will stimulate interest across commjunities and within families, give opportunities to
mix, and encourage cultural tourism between the nations involved.  Participants from other cultures
will visit, of course, and play a major part. 

In 2023/4 the festival will conclude with a travelling festival, criss-crossing Europe with the very best
shared culture we’ve produced over these three years. If we don’t leave behind a network of
friendships and collaborations across all of Europe – we’ll have failed in our task! 

A strong partnership has already emerged, led by ourselves and incorporating Balkanopolic in
Serbia, Museum Moddegat in Fryslân, Taigh Chearsabhagh in the Hebrides and Trac in Wales. We
are hopeful they’ll soon be joined by Topagunea and Plazaola in the Basque Country. Three funding
applications for the project’s development stage have been submitted, and one (from ACW) has
already been awarded in full.



Despite Covid - Rebuilding audiences and regenerating performance
Marketing minoritised languages
Foregrounding literature
Youth, language and identity
New international collaborations
Young people’s forum

This series of digital seminars, where all of us working in the smaller cultures of
Europe can share ideas, refine and develop our ideas, sharpen skills and
collaborate on new activities, is beginning at the end of January.  We’ll publish and
disseminate our collective findings online in April, and plan to come together for a
proper gathering in Inverness later in 2021. 
Your threads will help make up a tapestry - and a whole new pattern of
community-led cultural collaborations in the smaller languages.  These are the
themes we’ll be engaging with:

Snáithlean - Threads


